
Hari Vidya Bhawan  

Class VI(Worksheet 12)  

                                                 ENGLISH                            Date :27-04-20 

 

 

Instructions   : 

 

Complete these worksheets in any previous class notebooks or rough copy only. 

Complete this worksheets as your periodic test I. Marks would be given to those who complete it 

else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

If you have any query related to worksheets ask your queries in whatsapp group between 11am -1 

pm in morning and 5 pm – 7pm in the evening.  

All the students must download Active app for all content related to chapter for completing 

worksheets. 

See video 2.2.1,2.2.2,2.2.3,2.2. 4.and book grammar pdf lesson-2(shared on the whatsapp group) in 

every worksheet as it will help you to understand the topic. 

 

 

Identify the subject in each sentence. One has been done for you: 

1. The little prince walked to the door.  

2. Study seriously.  

3. The young painter from the district is very talented.  

4.  Anya and her dog run on the beach every morning.  

5. Obey your teacher.  

6.  The guilty should be punished.  

7.  Down fell the apples from the tree.  

8. Do you take me for an idiot?  

9. The scientist was always absorbed in his work.  

10.  The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.  



Hari Vidya Bhawan 

Class- VI 

Subject- Science 

Chapter – 2 (pages-23 to 25) 

                                                      Worksheet- 12                               Date: 27-4-20 

Instructions: 

1. Complete these worksheets in any previous class notebooks or rough copy only. 

2. This worksheet as your periodic test I. Marks would be given to those who complete it else 

you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

3. If you have any query related to worksheets, ask your queries in WhatsApp group between 

11 am – 1 pm in morning and 5 pm -7pm in the evening. 

4. All the students must download active app for all content related to chapter for completing 

worksheets. 

5. See the Book pdf (shared on WhatsApp group) and watch the video 1.2.5 (benefits of 

balanced diet) of chapter 2 from active as it will help you to understand the topic. 

  

A. Write the names of deficiency diseases of the following nutrients: 

a. Protein 

………………………………………………………………………. 

b. Vitamin D 

………………………………………………………………………. 

c. Vitamin C 

………………………………………………………………………. 

d. Vitamin A 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

e. Iodine 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

f. Iron 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

 

B. Write the answers of the following questions: 

a.What is Balanced Diet? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 



……………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. Why water is important part of our diet? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

c . Why use of excess water is not desirable while cooking? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

d. What is dehydration? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

e. Write two cautions that one should take before cooking food. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Hari Vidya Bhawan  

Class VII(Worksheet 12)  

                                                 ENGLISH                            Date :27-04-20 

 

 

Instructions   : 

 

Complete these worksheets in any previous class notebooks or rough copy only. 

Complete this worksheets as your periodic test I. Marks would be given to those who complete it 

else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

If you have any query related to worksheets ask your queries in whatsapp group between 11am -1 

pm in morning and 5 pm – 7pm in the evening.  

All the students must download Active app for all content related to chapter for completing 

worksheets. 

See video 2.2.1,2.2.2,2.2.4, and book grammar pdf lesson-2(shared on the whatsapp group) in every 

worksheet as it will help you to understand the topic. 

 

1.Form abstract nouns from these words : 

Captain______________ 

Deep_________________ 

Idiot__________________ 

Bore__________________ 

High__________________ 

False__________________ 

Merry__________________ 

Deceive________________ 

Dismiss_________________ 

Cheap___________________ 

Decide_________________ 



 

 

Break_________________ 

2.What do you mean by gender? How many types of genders are there.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 

 



                                                                                                                                     

  HARI VIDYA BHAWAN                           

SCIENCE                                      27/04/2020 

WORKSHEET-12 [refer to chapter3]                                

                                                       Class-7 

 

Please follow the instructions: 

 

1. Complete these worksheets in any previous class notebooks or rough copy only. 

2. Complete this worksheet as your periodic test I. Marks would be given to those who complete 

it else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

3. If you have any query related to worksheets, ask your queries in WhatsApp group between 

11am -1 pm in morning and 5 pm – 7pm in the evening.  

4. All the students must download Active app for all content related to chapter for completing 

worksheets. 

5. Read chapter 3(pdf topic life cycle of silk moth page no.34 and 35.) 

6. Refer to video 4.3.2 

Q1. Draw the life cycle of silk moth. 

 

      

 

  



Q2. What is Sericulture? 

             

Ans……………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

  



HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 

Class-VIII 

English Worksheet-12 (27-April) 

Chapter-1 The Shoemaker (Grammar) 

Instructions  : 

1. Complete these worksheets in any previous Class notebooks or rough copy only. 

2. Complete this worksheets as your periodic test I. Marks would be given to those who 

complete it else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

3. If you have any query related to worksheets ask your queries in whatsapp group between 

11am-1pm in morning and 5pm- 7pm in evening. 

4. All the students must download Active app for all content related to chapter for 

completing worksheets. 

5. Watch Video, listen to Audio and read to the synopsis and the book pdf(shared on the 

what’sapp group) for this worksheet as it will help you to understand the topic. 

6. Also go through the textbook in active app and follow back side questions just after the 

chapter. 

 

1. Make two sets of compound words with the words given below and make sentences with 

in your notebook. Use hyphens where needed. 

 

A) Hand   ______________________________________________________________. 

B) Back    ______________________________________________________________. 

C) Under  ______________________________________________________________. 

D) Bus  ________________________________________________________________. 

E) After ________________________________________________________________. 

F) Pop _________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

2. Write Five words that function both as Nouns and Verbs. Make five sentences with them.  

a) ____________________________________________________________________ 

b) ____________________________________________________________________ 

c) ____________________________________________________________________ 

d) _____________________________________________________________________ 

e) _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



3. Imagine there is a marketplace near your school. Many hawkers sit on the pavement to 

sell their wares. This causes a lot of problem of the pedestrian students, who talk to the 

school. Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper highlighting the issue and requesting 

the authorities to prohibit sellers from selling their wares on the footpath. Imagine and 

add more details to make the letter convincing. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________. 



                                                                      HARI VIDYA BHAWAN                                                   27-4-2020 

CLASS-VIII 

SUBJECT-SCIENCE 

Worksheet – 12 

Chapter 3 – Synthetic Fibres and Plastics 

Instructions   : 

 

1. Complete these worksheets in any previous class notebooks or rough copy only. 

2. Complete this worksheet as your periodic test I. Marks would be given to those who 

complete it else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

3. If you have any query related to worksheets ask your queries in whatsapp group between 

11am -1 pm in morning and 5 pm – 7pm in the evening.  

4. All the students must download Active app for all content related to chapter for completing 

worksheets. 

5. Please refer to video number 2.3.1 in pearson active app and page number 37 & 38 from pdf 
shared in class whatsapp group. 

 
A. Match the following:  
a. Monomer                              i. Natural fibre 
b. Polymer                    ii. Made of ethylene units 
c. Silk                     iii. Synthetic fibre 
d. Polythene                    iv. Long chain made of many single 
units 
e. Polyester        v. Single unit of a long chain 
 
B. Fill in the blanks: 
1. ___________ fibres are obtained from plants and animals.  
2. Synthetic fibres are acquired from ___________. 
3. _________ is a synthetic fibre. 
4. When monomers are linked linearly, it is _____________ polymerisation. 
5. When monomers are cross linked, it is _________ polymerisation.  
 
C. State True or False. 
1. Synthetic fibres are acquired from petroleum products.     __________ 
2. The basic structural unit of a polymer is called monomer.       __________ 
3. There are two types of polymerisation.      __________ 
4. Natural fibre such as cotton, silk and wool are obtained from plants and animals.          __________ 
5. Polythene is the polymer of ethylene.       __________ 
 
D. Answer the following questions: 
 
1. What are natural fibres? How are they classified? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________



__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Differentiate between synthetic and natural fibres. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What is polymerisation? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 


